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Abstract: Monazites in high-grade metapelites from the Lützow-Holm Complex

and Napier Complex have been examined in terms of U, Th, Pb and rare earth element

(REE) chemistry using an electron microprobe. The studied samples include four

granulite-facies garnet-biotite-bearing metapelites from Skallen within the Lützow-

Holm Complex, and a re-hydrated garnet-sillimanite gneiss from the Mt. Riiser-Larsen

area within the UHT zone of the Napier Complex.

Two out of four garnet-bearing metapelitic samples from Skallen gave simple /0*�
/** Ma monazite U-Th-Pb ages, whereas the other two samples yielded two age

populations, i.e., /0*�/** Ma and 0/*�/2* Ma. The younger age group is consistent

with the //*�/,* Ma metamorphic ages reported by SHRIMP. The older�/2* Ma

monazites are relatively enriched in Nd, Sm, Gd, Dy (MREE) and depleted in Si (Ca

and Th) compared with the younger (/0*�/** Ma) ones. These older monazites

possibly formed through M-HREE-enriched conditions such as garnet-free conditions,

suggesting that the growth of these monazites pre-dated the peak metamorphism.

Garnet-sillimanite gneiss from the Mt. Riiser-Larsen area shows various post-

UHT re-hydration textures such as biotite-sillimanite aggregates, and fine-grained

biotite flakes around or intracrystalline fractures within garnet porphyroblasts.

Monazites enclosed within garnet cores have ,.2*�,..* Ma U-Th-Pb ages consistent

with the reported zircon and monazite SHRIMP dates. On the other hand, those

associated with re-hydrated zones gave fluctuating ,,**�1** Ma ages. These younger

ages are thought to reflect the incomplete chemical disturbance during the post-UHT

crustal processes.

key words: Lützow-Holm Complex, monazite, Napier Complex, rare earth element/

REE, U-Th-Pb age

+. Introduction

Electron microprobe (EMP) dating of U-Th-bearing minerals such as monazite,

zircon and xenotime, developed from the pioneering work of Suzuki et al. (+33+) and

Suzuki and Adachi (+33+), who established the Th-U-total Pb Chemical Isochron
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Method (CHIME), has proven to be a powerful tool for estimating geologic ages of

igneous and metamorphic rocks, and is now used in laboratories worldwide (e.g.,

Montel et al., +330; Yokoyama and Saito, +330; Cocherie et al., +332; Williams et al.,

+333; Cocherie and Albarede, ,**+; Williams and Jercinovic, ,**,; Pyle et al., ,**,,

,**/; Jercinovic and Williams, ,**/). However, numerous factors (type of spectrom-

eter/detector, detector gas, standard materials/compositions, matrix correction, peak/

background positioning, accelerating voltage, correction of peak interferences, etc.)

a#ect U-Th-Pb quantification, and, consequently, age estimates (e.g., Pyle et al., ,**,,

,**/; Jercinovic and Williams, ,**/). Di#erences of analytical protocol between

di#erent laboratories makes it di$cult to make inter-laboratory comparisons. Apart

from age determinations, measurement of rare earth elements (REE) and other ele-

ments (P, Si, Ca, U, Th) in monazite is important in understanding accessory phase

behavior and geochemistry.

Zhu and O’Nions (+333) suggest that monazite REE chemistry is strongly a#ected

by coexisting phases, especially in the presence of garnet, which controls the heavy rare

earth element (HREE) content of monazite. Several studies (e.g., Yokoyama and

Saito, +330; Scherrer et al., ,***; Hokada et al., ,**.) have dealt with full elemental

(P�Si�Ca�REE�Y�Th�Pb) chemical analysis for the monazite dating. Such

complete analyses are essential to check the reliability of age estimations and to examine

consistency with other dating techniques. We have been developing this technique

using an electron microprobe (JEOL JXA-22** with /ch wavelength dispersive spec-

trometers) at the National Institute of Polar Research. In this paper, a detailed analyt-

ical protocol for U-Th-Pb chemical dating and quantitative REE measurement is

described.

The Lützow-Holm Complex and the Napier Complex are high-grade metamorphic

terranes located in East Antarctica. These are excellent subjects to examine monazite

behavior during high temperature deep crustal processes. U-Pb zircon chronology has

been applied to the Lützow-Holm Complex and has demonstrated the age of high-grade

metamorphism at //*�/,* Ma (Shiraishi et al., +33., ,**-). Monazite ages /-.�+.
Ma and /-1�3 Ma obtained by the electron microprobe (EMP) U-Th-Pb chemical

isochron method (CHIME) have been reported for two garnet-biotite gneisses from the

Lützow-Holm Complex (Asami et al., +331, ,**/), and are in the same age brackets

with zircon ages. U-Th-Pb and isotopic dating methods, such as Sm-Nd, Rb-Sr and

Ar-Ar, have been applied to rocks from the Napier Complex, along with monazite ages,

and indicate the occurrence of late Archaean to early Proterozoic (�,/3*�,./* Ma)

UHT and younger Proterozoic (,.**�1** Ma) events (Asami et al., +332, ,**,; Carson

et al., ,**,; Grew et al., ,**+; Harley et al., ,**+; Hokada et al., ,**.; Kelly and

Harley, ,**/; Suzuki et al., ,**0). This paper provides monazite ages combined with

chemistry and petrographic context, which make it possible to discuss the pre-, peak-

and post-peak metamorphic histories of these terranes.

,. Analytical technique

,.+. Electron microprobe analytical settings

Monazite grains were analyzed in polished thin sections using a JEOL JXA-22**M
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electron microprobe (EMP) with a /ch wavelength-dispersive X-ray analytical system

(WDS) at the National Institute of Polar Research. Analytical conditions were

maintained at +/ kV accelerating voltage, ,** nA probe current, and , mm probe

diameter (with an estimated area of analysis of �0 mm). Natural and synthesized

minerals and oxides were used as calibration standards. Prz (modified ZAF) correc-

tion (and occasionally ZAF correction) was applied to analyses. Sixteen elements (P,

Si, Ca, Y, La, Ce, Pr, Nd, Sm, Gd, Dy, Er, Yb, U, Th and Pb) were analyzed with -
PET and + LIF crystals. Elements and X-ray spectral settings are listed in Table +.

The choices of X-ray peak and background position are based on full WDS scan of

natural monazites and interference-free standard materials. Some of the X-ray peaks

were measured using a b line to avoid or minimize the element interferences. The

position of the U Mb peak is near the absorption edge of the Ar detector gas; it is

essential for the high-background position to be less than , mm from the peak position.

The spectral interferences of Th on the U Mb line and U on the Pb Mb line were

corrected on the basis of ratios measured on overlap-free X-ray peaks in standard

materials. Recent and detailed discussion of analytical techniques for EMP monazite

dating can also be seen in Pyle et al. (,**,, ,**/), Jercinovic and Williams (,**/),

Suzuki (,**/), and references therein.

,.,. Age calculation and evaluation of uncertainty

The theoretical basis of EMP chemical dating essentially follows the Th-U-total Pb

isochron method (CHIME) described in Suzuki et al. (+33+) and Suzuki and Adachi

(+33+). Suzuki and Adachi (+33+) obtained an age from linear regression on a

PbO-ThO,* (�the sum of ThO, and the ThO, equivalent of UO,) diagram, assuming

that initial PbO is homogeneously distributed in the mineral. The initial Pb (common

lead) abundances in monazite are generally small relative to radiogenic Pb (e.g.,

Jercinovic and Williams, ,**/; Pyle et al., ,**/), and ages in this study have been

Table +. Electron microprobe analytical settings for monazite. See text for detail.
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calculated with the assumption that initial PbO is negligible. As chemical analysis

using WDS is strongly a#ected by the choice of the X-ray line for each element, the

X-ray matrix correction model (prz or ZAF), background positioning, and choice of

standard materials, we have chosen the combination of these factors most suitable for

obtaining U-Th-Pb ages consistent with ages reported by SHRIMP U-Pb or other

techniques. Figure + shows the comparison of several di#erent age determination

using our EMP technique with other reported ages. We have calculated the error

propagation for each age determination simply from X-ray counting statistics only. As

a few percent of shift is inevitable due to the daily drift of machine conditions, we have

checked the reproducibility of an age reference monazite (+*-- Ma; Knoper et al., ,**+)

from Namaqualand, South Africa. The drift of the reference age monazite analyses is

less than +� (Fig. ,).

-. Sample description

-.+. Pelitic gneisses from Skallen, Lützow-Holm Complex

The Lützow-Holm Complex (LHC) is an amphibolite to granulite-facies (up to

ultrahigh temperature/UHT) metamorphic belt which extends .** km along the Prince

Olav Coast and the eastern coast of Lützow-Holm Bay (Fig. -). The age of high-grade

metamorphism has been well constrained at //*�/,* Ma by SHRIMP zircon analysis

Fig. +. Comparison of electron microprobe (EMP) chemical ages at NIPR with other reported ages

�Pilbara granites: SHRIMP zircon ages by Kiyokawa et al. (,**,), Napier granitic gneiss:

SHRIMP monazite ages by Suzuki et al. (,**0), Namaqualand monazite vein: SHRIMP

zircon ages by Knoper et al. (,***), Kitakami and Unazuki granitic rocks: EMP monazite

ages by Yokoyama (personal com.), Takidani granites: SHRIMP zircon ages by Sano et al.

(,**,). Error of each analysis is less than the size of the symbol.
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(Shiraishi et al., +33., ,**-). High-grade lithologies have experienced near-isothermal

decompression (Hiroi et al., +33+; Motoyoshi and Ishikawa, +331) and subsequent

cooling to �-**�C at c. /** Ma (Fraser et al., ,***).

Metapelitic samples used in this study were collected at Skallen, which is located

within the granulite-facies zone. Skallen is the third largest outcrop along the Sôya

Coast, and is underlain by various kinds of high-grade metamorphic rocks and three

types of pre- to syn-metamorphic and post-metamorphic intrusive rocks (Osanai et al.,

,**.; Fig. .). Metamorphic lithologies are subdivided into four main categories:

Fig. ,. Drift of EMP ages analyzed for Namaqualand monazite (+*-- Ma) at NIPR over a month

period (+3th/June/,**. to ,-rd/July/,**.).

Fig. -. Geological sketch map of the coastal region of Antarctica from -/�0*�E. The locations of

EMP dating samples are plotted as open stars.
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pelitic and quartzo-feldspathic rocks, mafic and intermediate rocks, calc-silicate rocks,

and granitic rocks. Five pelitic gneiss samples used in this study (A31+,+3*+A,

A31+,+3*+B, A31+,+3*+E and A31+,,-*-A, abbreviated as +3*+A, +3*+B, +3*+E and

,-*-A hereafter; Table ,), with mineral assemblages including garnet, biotite, quartz,

plagioclase and alkali feldspar (plus spinel in sp.+3*+B), occur as thin layers in

alternation with quartzo-feldspathic, calc-cilicate and mafic gneisses (Fig. .). No

reaction relations of constituent minerals are observed in these gneisses.

-.,. Pelitic gneiss from Mt. Riiser-Larsen, Napier Complex

The Napier Complex is an Archaean to Early Proterozoic granulite terrane

covering a coastal area between .0��/1�E longitude in East Antarctica (Fig. -). It

consists of tonalitic-granodioritic orthogneisses, garnet-bearing peraluminous granitic

gneiss and mafic-ultramafic granulites with subordinate amounts of quartzo-feldspathic,

siliceous and aluminous paragneisses, metamorphosed at granulite-facies, partly UHT

(�3**�++**�C), conditions. The earliest recorded event in the complex is c. -2** Ma

tonalitic magmatism, followed by multiple igneous (c. --**�,0-* Ma) and metamorphic

(c. ,2.* Ma, �,/3*�,.0* Ma, and younger) events (e.g., Sheraton et al., +321; Harley

and Black, +331; Carson et al., ,**,; Hokada et al., ,**-; Kelly and Harley, ,**/;

Suzuki et al., ,**0, and references therein). The timing of the UHT event is still

debated as either ,.2*�,.0* Ma or�,/3*�,//* Ma (Kelly and Harley, ,**/, and

references therein), but monazite ages typically give ,.2* Ma or younger ages (e.g.,

Hokada et al., ,**.; Suzuki et al., ,**0). This at least implies that major thermal

events (including UHT metamorphism) terminated c. ,.2* Ma. Post-,.2* isotopic

ages for the Napier Complex have been reported by several methods (,,** Ma, +1** Ma

and 1** Ma xenotime or monazite ages by Grew et al., ,**+; +//1 and +231 Ma Sm-Nd

garnet-whole rock ages by Owada et al., ,**+; ,,** Ma Sm-Nd internal isochron age by

Suzuki et al., ,**+; �,-2* Ma Sm-Nd internal isochron age by Suzuki et al., ,**0).

One of our aims for monazite dating is to interpret these post-UHT ages.

Metapelitic samples used in this study were collected from the Mt. Riiser-Larsen

area, located on the northeast coast of Amundsen Bay in the UHT zone of the Napier

Complex (Fig. /). The study area is mainly composed of orthopyroxene-bearing

orthogneiss with tonalitic-granodioritic compositions, garnet-bearing felsic gneiss with

granitic compositions and two-pyroxene-bearing mafic granulite (Ishizuka et al., +332;

Ishikawa et al., ,***). Subordinate pelitic, psammitic, siliceous, aluminous and ferru-

Table ,. Mineral assemblages of the analyzed samples. Mineral abbreviations are after Kretz (+32-).
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ginous paragneisses, pyroxenite and ultramafic granulite are also present. These

gneisses contain almost totally anhydrous mineral assemblages consistent with the UHT

metamorphic conditions, and secondary hydrous minerals, mostly biotite, are occasion-

ally formed. The analyzed metapelitic sample (sp. TH31*,+.*3, denoted as ,+.*3
hereafter) was collected from an outcrop of layered gneiss. It is composed of quartz,

plagioclase, garnet, sillimanite with minor biotite, monazite and opaque minerals.

Quartz and plagioclase form granoblastic grains *.,�, mm in diameter. Garnet is

porphyroblastic and occasionally up to + cm in diameter. Prismatic sillimanite +�, mm

in length is occasionally aligned to form a foliation. Fine-grained (�*.+ mm) biotite

Fig. .. Geological map of Skallen, Lützow-Holm Complex (Osanai et al., ,**.) with EMP sample localities.
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occurs commonly around and in fractures within garnet, or as fine-grained aggregates

with sillimanite.

.. Results of EMP analyses

..+. Monazite chemical data

Representative electron microprobe data of monazites from Skallen and the Mt.

Riiser-Larsen area are listed in Tables - and ., and summarized in Table /. For

Skallen samples, averaged compositions (with standard deviations) are presented in

Table - for each domain/grain, from a total of /00 analytical spots on +/1 monazite

grains. For the Mt. Riiser-Larsen sample, all analytical data (-2 analytical spots on +-
monazite grains) are listed in Table .. Monazite favors light rare earth elements

(LREE) over heavy rare earth elements (HREE), and Nd/La and Gd/Nd ratios are

typically *.-�*./ and�*.-, respectively. Apparent U-Th-Pb chemical ages have been

calculated on the basis of measured U:Th:Pb ratios. Age errors given in Tables -, . and

/, and Fig. 0, are at +-sigma (01.2� confidence level) and derived from X-ray counting

statistics only. Errors calculated for weighted average ages using the computer pro-

gram ISOPLOT provided by K.R. Ludwig at Barkley Geochemistry Center of Univer-

sity of California (Ludwig, ,**+) are at ,-sigma (3/� confidence level).

..,. Monazite ages and chemistry from the Lützow-Holm samples

Most U-Th-Pb chemical ages range from 00* Ma to /** Ma. Two samples (,-*-A

Fig. /. Geological map of Mt. Riiser-Larsen, Napier Complex (simplified after Ishikawa et al., ,***)

with EMP sample locality.
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Table /. Summary of EMP monazite ages of garnet-bearing pelitic gneisses from the Lützow-Holm

Complex and the Napier Complex, East Antarctica.

Fig. 0. EMP monazite U-Th-Pb apparent ages of garnet-biotite-bearing metapelites from Skallen,

Lützow-Holm Complex and garnet-sillimanite gneiss from Mt. Riiser-Larsen, Napier

Complex. Errors are at +-sigma (01� confidence) uncertainty.
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Fig. 0 (continued).
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and +3*+A: hereafter named as group-A) yield a single /0*�/** Ma age population,

whereas the other two samples (+3*+B and +3*+E: named as group-B) suggest the

presence of at least two (/0*�/** Ma and 0/*�/2* Ma) age populations (Fig. 0). The

weighted averages of the younger age populations (/.*�/ Ma�//-�0 Ma; mainly from

higher-BEI luminescence rim or structureless or homogeneous grain) are consistent in

all four samples (Table / and Fig. 0). Weighted averages of older ages in group-B

samples could not be statistically defined, although age data lie within a range of 0/*�

Fig. 1. EMP U-Th-Pb ages versus chemical composition of monazite in metapelite from Skallen.
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/2* Ma, in many cases, from a lower-BEI luminescence core or structureless or

homogeneous grain. The numbers of monazite grains found in one thin section are

di#erent between group-A (, and 3 grains in each sample; Table /) and group-B samples

(,- and ,3 grains in each); hence, the group-A samples have numbers of monazite grains

less than +/+*�+/- of group-B samples.

Age-chemistry relations of analyzed monazite are shown in Fig. 1. Monazite has

a relatively large compositional variation within each sample. For group-A samples

Fig. 1 (continued).
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(,-*-A and +3*+A), backscattered electron images of relatively coarse monazite grains

(e.g., grain #+ of ,-*-A; Fig. 2) show five distinct zones (from inner zone (I) to outer

zone (V)), along with a bright-BEI patchy zone (VI). Compositional changes from

zone-(I) to zone-(VI) are mainly controlled by substitution between ThSiO. (huttonite)

and (La, Ce, Pr, Nd)PO. (REE monazite), with brighter BEI zones corresponding to

higher huttonite contents. No association, however, is observed between age and

monazite composition.

For group-B samples (+3*+B and +3*+E), slight compositional di#erences between

0/*�/2* Ma and /0*�/** Ma monazites can be seen: older (0/*�/2* Ma) monazite has

higher Nd, Sm, Gd, Dy and lower Si (and possibly Ca and Th) contents than younger

(/0*�/** Ma) domains and/or grains (Fig. 1). Compositional change of monazite

from 0/*�/2* Ma to /0*�/** Ma corresponds to the following substitutions among the

end member components (monazite: (La, Ce)PO., huttonite: ThSiO., brabantite: ThCa

(PO.),) from left to right:

Fig. 2. Backscattered-electron image (BEI) of monazite grain-#+, sample ,-*-A (group-A), from

Skallen. Six distinct zones give consistent c. //* Ma ages.

Fig. 3 (opposite). Modes of occurrence of monazite grains (A, C) and BEI of monazites (B, D�H) in garnet-

biotite-bearing metapelitic (group-B) samples from Skallen. Bright symbol indicates /0*�/** Ma domains/

grains and dark symbol is older 0/*�/2* Ma domains/grains. A. Monazite (grain-#.) on garnet edge.

Plane-polarized light. B. BEI of monazite grain-#.. C. Fine-grained monazite (grain-#+*,) enclosed

within spinel. Plane-polarized light. D. BEI of monazite grain-#+*,. E-F-G-H. BEI of monazite grains.
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Fig. 3.
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REE�P (monazite)�Th�Si (huttonite),

,REE (monazite)�Th�Ca (brabantite).

There is no systematic relationship between monazite age and mode of occurrence;

0/*�/2* Ma monazite domains and grains are present as both inclusions in garnet and in

the matrix (Fig. 3). Older (0/*�//* Ma) cores are occasionally enclosed by //*�/**
Ma overgrowths (Fig. 3).

..-. Monazite ages and chemistry of the Napier Complex sample

Thirteen monazite grains were examined in a thin section of sample ,+.*3, and can

be classified into the following modes of occurrence (Fig. +*): (+) , grains as inclusions

in garnet or sillimanite; (,) one grain as inclusion on an intracrystal fracture in garnet;

(-) one grain in biotite-sillimanite aggregate; (.) . grains associated with biotite-bearing

alteration zones at the edge of garnet porphyroblasts, and (/) / grains at grain

boundaries of various minerals.

Monazite inclusions in unfractured garnet or sillimanite without any fracturing

suggest ,/**�,..* Ma ages, consistent with previously reported monazite ages.

Monazite associated with biotite-bearing textural domains, biotite-bearing coronas

arround garnet, intracrystalline fractures within garnet, or aggregates of fine-grained

Fig. +*. BEI of monazite grains in garnet-sillimanite gneiss from Mt. Riiser-Larsen. A. Monazite

included in garnet porphyroblast. B. Monazite in fine-grained biotite-sillimanite

aggregate. C. Monazite grains around altered garnet porphyroblasts. D. Monazite

included in garnet with intracrystalline fractures.
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biotite-sillimanite yield wider ranging ages from ,.** Ma to 1** Ma. The ,/**�,..*
Ma monazite has lower La and Ce and higher Ca content than other contexts (Fig. ++).

This suggests a change of monazite composition from c. ,/** Ma- to younger ages

involving substitution of a brabantite component:

,REE (monazite)�Th�Ca (brabantite).

It is not known what causes this compositional change, which may be controlled by

changes in coexisting solid or fluid phases. Younger monazite grains (e.g., grain-#+*)

in biotite-sillimanite aggregates have distinctively high La, Ce, Nd and Sm (L-MREE)

contents and yield +3+*�+1,* Ma U-Th-Pb chemical ages.

/. Discussion

/.+. Pre- and peak metamorphic processes in the Lützow-Holm Complex

On the basis of SHRIMP U-Pb analyses with detailed CL imaging of zircon grains,

Fig. ++. EMP U-Th-Pb ages versus chemical composition of monazite in metapelite from Mt.

Riiser-Larsen area.
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Shiraishi et al. (,**-) demonstrated that amphibolite to granulite-facies metamorphism

occurred in the Lützow-Holm Complex at //*�/,* Ma. These //* Ma� SHRIMP

zircon dates are identical with the younger age group (/.*�/ Ma�//.�+. Ma) of our

EMP monazite analyses. In contrast, zircon growth at 0/*�/2* Ma, corresponding to

older monazite dates, has not been reported (Shiraishi et al., ,**-). REE chemical

features of 0/*�/2* Ma monazite, such as higher Nd, Sm, Gd and Dy (MREE) contents,

indicate changes of the conditions of monazite growth between 0/*�/2* Ma and //*�
/** Ma. Such compositional changes may have been controlled by changes in coexist-

ing REE-bearing phases. All of the analyzed samples include garnet, which is one of

the major minerals formed in the amphibolite to granulite-facies conditions, and is stable

at peak metamorphic temperatures. Relatively M-HREE depleted younger /0*�/**
Ma monazites were possibly in equilibrium with garnet, which favors M-HREE, whereas

MREE-enriched 0/*�/2* Ma monazite may have been stable in garnet-absent assem-

blages. Some of the�/0* Ma monazite grains included in or surrounded by garnet

(e.g., mnz-. of A31+,+3*+B; Fig. 3B) are suggestive of this interpretation. The MREE-

enriched�/2* Ma monazites may have been formed as the breakdown of other earlier-

stage REE-bearing phases such as apatite or allanite.

Dissolution and crystallization mechanisms of monazite are not fully-understood.

Phosphorous and LREE solubility in melt (e.g., Green and Watson, +32,; Rapp and

Watson, +320) is a factor that controls the stability of monazite in partially-molten

metamorphic rocks. During the prograde heating to temperatures above the solidus,

monazite tends to be dissolved due to phosphorous and LREE solubility in anatectic

melt. Monazite can be precipitated from melt during cooling, which causes a decrease

in solubility of phosphorous and LREE in melt. Although it is not easy to investigate

monazite dissolution-crystallization mechanisms quantitatively, our observation that

older 0/*�/2* Ma monazite is absent in the monazite-poor group-A samples, but has

been preserved widely in the monazite-rich group-B samples (Table /), is consistent with

the interpretation, although it is merely hypothetical, that the monazite-poor group-A

samples have never exceeded the phosphorous and LREE saturation in melt. In

contrast, in monazite-rich group-B samples, a certain amount of monazite grains have

been possibly retained without being completely dissolved in melt, even at the peak of

metamorphism, because of excess of phosphorous and LREE over saturation levels in

anatectic melt.

According to the above interpretation, the formation of /0*�/** Ma monazite is

related to peak-T metamorphism. Older 0/*�/2* Ma monazite may have formed in the

absence of garnet, and hence pre-dates the formation of garnet under amphibolite to

granulite-facies conditions. Fraser (+331) reported the �0,* Ma zircon overgrowth in

the garnet-sillimanite-orthopyroxene-bearing pelitic gneiss determined by SHRIMP. It

is, however, di$cult to determine its exact age and the significance of this event.

Similar c. 01* Ma ages in the Lützow-Holm Complex have been implied by Sm-Nd whole

rock isochron ages interpreted as magmatism (Nishi et al., ,**,; Shibata et al., +320).

The formation of 0/*�/2* Ma monazite in our study may be related to such magmatism,

although we could not exclude the possibility of these monazite grains being derived

from detrital grains in exotic sediments.

It is known that Pan-African events vary widely in age, from 1** to /** Ma (e.g.,
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Jacobs et al., ,**-; Meert, ,**-). In the East Antarctic sector, most Pan-African

metamorphism occurred in a range of //*�/,* Ma (e.g., Shiraishi et al., +33.; Asami et

al., ,**/; Boger et al., ,**,; Jacobs et al., ,**-; Meert, ,**-). It has also been implied

that the area including the Lützow-Holm Complex is the conjugate position of two

di#erent (1**�//* Ma and //*�/,* Ma) orogenic belts (Meert, ,**-). Further inves-

tigation is essential to assess the mutual relationships of pre- and syn- //*�/,* Ma events

in this area and their regional tectonic implications.

/.,. Peak- and post-peak metamorphism of the Napier Complex

Timing of UHT metamorphism of the Napier Complex has been discussed by many

authors (e.g., Harley and Black, +331; Grew, +332; Carson et al., ,**,; Kelly and

Harley, ,**/), and broadly constrained to an age range of ,/3*�,.2* Ma. Monazite

ages presented here are ,.2* Ma or younger, and demonstrate monazite growth or

re-equilibration after peak UHT metamorphism. The ,.2*�,..* Ma monazite dates in

the sample studied are indicative of crystallization at or during the cooling stage of the

UHT metamorphism. Other ,.**�1** Ma younger monazites more or less relate with

biotite-bearing re-hydration textures. Such hydrous minerals (mostly biotite) are

common in the intracrystal fractures of garnet, and we suggest that monazite inclusions

in garnet are also a#ected by isotopic disturbance. Isotopic ages younger than ,.** Ma

for the Napier Complex have been reported by several authors (,,** Ma, +1** Ma and

1** Ma xenotime or monazite ages by Grew et al., ,**+; +//1 and +231 Ma Sm-Nd

garnet-whole rock ages by Owada et al., ,**+; ,,** Ma Sm-Nd internal isochron age by

Suzuki et al., ,**+; �,-2* Ma Sm-Nd internal isochron age by Suzuki et al., ,**0).

Our monazite age data presented here, even though scattered, imply the possibility of c.

+3**�+1** Ma related with biotite-sillimanite grade event; isotopic disturbance also

occurred at c. 1** Ma.

0. Conclusions

Monazite U-Th-Pb chemical dating with full REE chemical analysis using electron

microprobe (EMP) is a potentially powerful tool for obtaining age estimates with

chemically contextual information in monazite.

This study reports 0/*�/2* Ma ages, significantly older than //*�/,* Ma ages

reported by SHRIMP zircon analysis, for the first time from the Lützow-Holm Com-

plex. The younger /0*�/** Ma ages apparently relate to metamorphic events in which

monazite grew in the presence of garnet, and older 0/*�/2* Ma ages are interpreted on

the basis of M-HREE-enriched chemistry to metamorphic growth in garnet-absent

assmblages, hence, pre-dating the peak metamorphism in this region.

Monazites from garnet-sillimanite gneiss yield ,/**�,..* Ma ages from garnet

inclusions and ,.**�1** Ma ages from the altered domains. Incomplete monazite

chemical disturbance makes it di$cult to indicate a certain age event, but, at least,

incomplete isotopic resetting at +3**�+1** Ma (biotite-sillimanite-grade ?), and perva-

sive chemical alteration at 1** Ma, are similar to ages previously reported by Grew et

al. (,**+) and Owada et al. (,**+).
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Appendix

Theoretical basis and error propagation of U-Th-Pb age determination

A detailed explanation of U-Th-Pb age calculation is given in Suzuki (,**/) and

references therein, and is briefly summarized in this appendix. Long-lived isotopes of

uranium and thorium decay to isotopes of Pb with half lives of ..1* million years

( ,-2U), 1*. million years ( ,-/U) and +.. billion years ( ,-,Th) as follows (n�numbers of

isotope, t�year, and l�decay constant after Steiger and Jäger, +311):

n,*0Pb�n,-2U�exp�l,-2 t��+�� l,-2�+.//+,/�+*�+*

n,*1Pb�n,-/U�exp�l,-/ t��+�� l,-/�3.2.2/�+*�+*

n,*2Pb�n,-,Th�exp�l,-, t��+�	 l,-,�..3.1/�+*�++

An electron microprobe allows not isotopic analysis but chemical analysis, and the

measured total of U, Th and Pb oxide weight percentages can be converted to the sum

of the numbers of isotopes as follows (w�oxide wt� and M�molecular weight):

n,-/U
n,-2U�total nU�
wUO,

MUO,
,

n,-,Th�total nTh�
wThO,

MThO,
,

n,*2Pb
n,*1Pb
n,*0Pb�total nPb�
wPb O

MPb O .

Assuming no isotopic fractionation of uranium ( ,-2U/,-/U�+-1.22: present value after

Steiger and Jäger, +311), age (t) can be calculated using the following equation:

Total nPb�nPb,initial
nTh

�����
exp�l,-, t��+

�����

nU

�����
exp�l,-/ t�
+-1.22 exp�l,-2 t�

+-2.22 �+
�����.

The initial Pb is normally below the detection limit of electron microprobe analysis, and

the above equation can be re-written as:

wPbO

MPbO

�
wThO,

MThO,

�����
exp�l,-, t��+

�����



wUO,

MUO,

�����
exp�l,-/ t�
+-1.22 exp�l,-2 t�

+-2.22 �+
�����.

Error propagation of U-Th-Pb age is based on X-ray counting statistics of electron

microprobe analysis. The following three di#erent methods have been applied in this

study (w (s.d.)�standard deviation based on X-ray counting statistics):

A+. Error propagation simply by the root mean square of U, Th, Pb X-ray counting errors (�)

Age-error-+�Ma��t�Ma��Age-error-+���
+** ,

where Age-error-+ (�) can be calculated by the following equation:
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Age-error-+������error-U����,��error-Th����,��error-Pb����,�

error-U����
w�s.d.�UO,

wUO,

�+**�

error-Th����
w�s.d.�ThO,

wThO,

�+**�

error-Pb���� w�s.d.�PbO

wPbO

�+**�

A,. Error propagation by the root mean square of U, Th and Pb contributions to age

errors (Ma) converted by the X-ray counting errors (�)

Age-error-,�Ma����error-U�Ma��,��error-Th�Ma��,��error-Pb�Ma��,�

where error-U, error-Th and error-Pb can be estimated by solving the following

equations:

wPbO

MPbO

�
wThO,

MThO,

�����
exp�l,-, error-U�Ma���+

�����

�
w�s.d.�UO,

MUO,

�����
exp�l,-/ error-U�Ma���+-1.22 exp�l,-2 error-U�Ma��

+-2.22 �+
�����,

wPbO

MPbO

�
w�s.d.�ThO,

MThO,

�����
exp�l,-, error-Th�Ma���+

�����

�
wUO,

MUO,

�����
exp�l,-/ error-Th�Ma���+-1.22 exp�l,-2 error-Th�Ma��

+-2.22 �+
�����,

w�s.d.�PbO

MPbO

�
wThO,

MThO,

�����
exp�l,-, error-Pb�Ma���+

�����

�
wUO,

MUO,

�����
exp�l,-/ error-Pb�Ma���+-1.22 exp�l,-2 error-Pb�Ma��

+-2.22 �+
�����.

A-. Error propagation by the root mean square of U, Th and Pb contributions to age

errors (Ma) converted by the X-ray counting errors (�) based on the simplified age

(T) calculation equation

Age-error-- is similar with age-error-,, but is based on the rather simple age

calculation equation proposed by Holmes (+3-+) as follows:
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T�Ma�� nPb

nU�*.-0 nTh

�10**�

Based on the above equation, age error propagation is calculated by di#erentiating

partially with respect to U, Th and Pb as follows:

Age-error--�Ma����error-U�Ma��,��error-Th�Ma��,��error-Pb�Ma��,
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Appendix-+. Comparison of three di#erent calculations of error propagation based on X-ray

counting statistics. ‘Age-error-+’ commonly overestimates the contribution of U onto

the error propagation (error-U) due to relatively lower UO, than ThO, in monazite.

‘Age-error-,’ and ‘Age-error--’ yield similar values with each other, and the ‘error--’ is

used in this study. See ‘Appendix’ for detail.

Appendix-,. Comparison of the di#erent matrix correction methods of electron micropobe analysis,

and their longterm drift. ZAF correction gives consistently ../� younger ages than

prz correction.
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